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● The current define-then-annotate-and-train workflow unfortunately requires starting from scratch for each new domain and schema.
● We present an alternative verbalize-while-defining workflow where the analyst defines the schema interactively.
● The user makes use of simple natural language verbalizations to define new entity, event, relation or arguments type.

Pipeline

● The textual entailment based inference is done in 3 steps: candidate generation, label verbalization (or hypothesis generation) and inference.
● The candidate generation process identifies all possible valid spans or tuples for a given task.
● The label verbalization step generates hypotheses by filling some predefined templates (verbalizations).
● Lastly, a textual entailment model performs the inference and returns the label with higher probability.
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The system runs the following pipeline:

Results

A zero-shot evaluation was carried on 4 different tasks and datasets: 
● NER: CoNLL03 English (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003)
● RE: TACRED (Zhang et al., 2017)
● EE and EAE: ACE05 (Walker et al., 2006)

The above results suggests that verbalizing-while-defining workflow can have 
similar impact as post-editing machine translated text, where:

1. The users define their own schema.
2. Run the system on some unannotated data.
3. Post-edits (fixes the wrong predictions) with much less effort.


